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26 February 2021

Mr Neal Navani
NLCA Senior Clinical Lead

Via e-mail - NLCA@rcplondon.ac.uk

Dear Neal
Thank you for your notification associated with the results of the 2020 National Audit of Lung
Cancer (2018 patient cohort). The audit has highlighted the Trust as having results that lie
outside of two standard deviations, (alert level), for surgery in all non-small cell lung cancer,
as well as three standard deviations below the mean for radical treatment in stage I/II and
performance scale 0-2 (alarm level).
This is of great concern and an investigation has been led by the WSHFT Lung Cancer
clinical lead – this has consisted of a series of supplementary audits to support a
comprehensive review of the data as well as patient records. The RoCP template has been
an extremely useful aid for internal clinical governance and assurances purposes and is
attached with this letter as part of the required response.
Yours sincerely

Chief Executive

Att
Cc
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OUTLIER RESPONSE AND ACTION PLAN
Issue Identified
Which issue is this document addressing, and what is the context?
Metric

Result

Adjusted
Mean

National
Mean

95%
significance

Surgery in all NSCLC

11.2%

13.5%

18.3%

Alert

Radical treatment in stage I/II & PS 0-2

52.9%

54.9%

80.8%

Alert

99.8%
significance
Not
significant
Alarm

Note: Alert=2 standard deviations below the mean and Alarm=3 standard deviations below the mean

How does the result compare to previous years, and to other trusts in the network/country?
In the previous year [2017 cohort] neither of the above metrics were flagged as an alert or alarm:
‘Surgery in all NSCLC’ was 16.8% at WSHFT, 18.2% in Sussex & Surrey and 18.4% nationally.
‘Patients with stage I/II and PS 0-2 receiving treatment with curative intent (surgery or radical
radiotherapy)’ was 67.1% at WSHFT, 76.2% in Sussex & Surrey and 80.8% nationally.

Data Collection
What processes are in place for collecting data within and outside the MDT?
For both the Worthing and Chichester MDTs as much data as possible is collected during the lung
MDT meeting, in real time by the MDT co-ordinator and inputted directly on the Somerset Care
Record (SCR). Particular attention is paid to ensuring that performance status, staging
information, SNOMED RT codes for tissue diagnosis, comorbidities with ACE-27 score and
treatment intents are recorded. The MDT co-ordinator flags up any missing information before
moving on to the next case for discussion. The MDT co-ordinator tracks that all treatments planned
took place and regularly reviews the electronic chemotherapy prescribing system ('Chemocare')
and regularly contacts the teletherapy provider to ensure that planned radiotherapy has
been delivered with details of start dates and fractions received. Surgical summaries and surgical
histopathology reports are received in both paper form and in PDF form to a shared secure generic
NHS mail inbox to which the MDT co-ordinator has direct access and data fields related to surgery
are inputted by the MDT co-ordinator with an assistant data officer.
What processes are in place for clinical validation prior to submission?
For the 2018 cohort, for the Worthing MDT, NPA and the MDT co-ordinator systematically reviewed
every case as a joint exercise. This involved both individuals at the same time appraising every case
on the Somerset Care Record (SCR) and checking the accuracy and completeness of all key fields
related to diagnosis, performance status, staging, treatment and source of referral. NPA cross
checked clinical information from the available electronic case notes and the MDT co-ordinator in
parallel checked the relevant data on the SCR. The completeness and accuracy of these data were
generally high (as a result of the process outlined above); a few instances were found of PS grading
being incomplete or inaccurate and some corrections needed to histological SNOMED codes and
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very occasional missing treatments. The SCR was updated/corrected. A log of the changes made
has been retained. Overall this activity took in 8 hours of time for both NPA and the MDT coordinator and was done in 2 hours blocks over a number of months. This work was completed by
July 2019.
It was intended to continue this exercise for the 2019 cohort (in preparation for the NLCA 2020
report likely to be published in 2021) but this work has been delayed in the context of the C19
pandemic and has not yet been started.
Did the organisation take part in national quarterly validation?
Not in a systematic or rigorous fashion.

Data Quality
Is there any evidence that local data quality falls below the national standards?
No
Is there any evidence that the local data does not match that reported by the national team?
There are inconsistencies between the data reported by the Thames Cancer Registry and the activity
data reviewed from local sources.
An investigation comprising two allied audits have been undertaken by NPA and are detailed in the
following sections.
What investigations have been carried out to determine where data submission processes have
fallen short of expected?
Two audits have been undertaken by NPA. These are detailed below.
Is there any issue with allocation of cases to other local trusts or to other cancer teams within the
trust (e.g. cancer of unknown primary)?
None identified. However there are instances of missing treatments that don’t appear to be
recorded by the TCR undertaken at other centres (mostly surgeries) that are fully referenced on the
SCR records.
What are the barriers to improved data quality?
None specifically but we need to understand the relationship between locally collated data for lung
cancer treatments delivered in other centres and the data submitted from other centres for the
same treatments (see below).
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Investigation of the Issue
Has any investigation of the care given to individual patients been evaluated?
Audit 1:
a) Audit of Worthing MDT and St Richard’s MDT Lung cancer radical treatment rates for the
2018 cohort based on locally held Somerset Care Record (SCR) data.
Background:
The NLCA audit 2019 includes patients diagnosed with a new lung primary thoracic malignancy in
the calendar year 2018.
The NLCA issued an alert to the WSHT in late 2019 around an apparent low radical treatment rate
for good performance status, early NSCLC lung cancers.
These data represent the combined activity of the Worthing MDT and St Richard's MDT.
The definition of "NSCLC" for the purposes of this metric includes patients with a cellular diagnosis
of any form of NSCLC AND patients with presumed NSLC with do not have SCLC or carcinoid
(radiological diagnosis). The definition of "radical" treatment includes all anatomical resections and
any form of radical radiotherapy in turn determined by the RTDS treatment intent and total
prescribed dose and indication, but generally included all regimens where total prescribed dose is
50Gy of greater.
As a result of this NPA was conducted a review of the radical treatments for stages I/II NSCLC with
performance status 0 - 2.
NPA and the lung MDT co-ordinator Worthing site, in the period of May to July 2019 had already
spent time systematically reviewing all cases diagnosed at Worthing for the period 01/01/18 to
31/1218.
Key fields such as PS, staging, basis of diagnosis and treatment fields were checked for
completeness and accuracy by cross referencing the information recorded against each case in the
Somerset Care Record and the medical correspondence available on Affinity and Evolve. If
necessary fields were updated/corrected within the SCR to ensure that data ultimately submitted
to the NLCA originating from the local SCR record was as accurate and complete as possible.
Method:
NPA conducted a query on the Worthing SCR with the search term date of diagnosis 01/01/18 to
31/12/18.
The "NLCA" dataset was exported to an MS Excel worksheet.
This set was filtered to include only those patients who had a pre-treatment TNM8 stage of 1a to
2b inclusive.
This set was then filtered and limited to those patients with a recorded PS of 0 to 2 inclusive.
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A copy of the cases attributed to Worthing meeting these same criteria and used for the metric
calculation was obtained directly from the cancer registry to compare and contrast with the
locally derived set.
These two sets were then compared to determine any variance in terms of cases included in each
set.
Results :
The local data set included the following:
171
61
53

total 'NSCLC' cases Worthing site (excluding SCLC, carcinoid, mesothelioma)
filters: PS 0-2, stage 1a - 2b.
total number of cases of PS 0-2, stage 1a - 2b NSCLC and included "zero" with no staging
inputted (8 cases)

2
44

two patients with multiple potential small primaries but "double counted"
total number of cases of PS 0-2, stage 1a - 2b NSCLC and included "zero" with no staging
inputted (8 cases) and after exclusion of 7 cases where in fact PS3 was 2 and or
staging was 3 or 4

30

number of the 47 who received radical intent therapy (surgery, SABR or radical chemoradiation)

32

number of the 47 who received radical intent therapy (surgery, SABR or radical chemo
radiation) and after further review and inclusion of two cases with did in fact
received radical RT.

73%

Overall percentage of patients who received radical treatment (32/44)

There were 13 patients who did not receive radical therapy. The records of the cases were
reviewed to understand the reasons for not receiving Radical therapy. For each case relevant
"freehand" comments were included to give a sense of the decision making, discussion and
counselling that took place with the patient underpinning the non-treatment decision.
Summary:
In each case there did appear to be sound reasons and careful consideration and discussion with
the patient around the risks associated with considering radical treatment very often in the context
of serious co-morbidity.
When comparing the cases included in the cancer registry (and used as the basis of the NLCA
calculations) there were six patients with early stage disease, good PS five of whom had lung cancer
surgery identified locally who not included. The reasons are unclear but I have given the details to
the WSHFT cancer services data manager to discuss with the RCP who compile the NLCA report to
try to understand why they have not been included.
Conclusion:
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Overall, the Worthing unit radical treatment rates for early stage, good PS NSCLC are comfortably
within a standard deviation of the national mean and for those individuals who were not offered
radical treatment there were sound reasons as to why it was not recommended in each case.

b). Audit of St Richard's Lung cancer radical treatment rates for the 2018 cohort
Method:
NPA conducted a query on the St Richard's SCR with the search term date of diagnosis 01/01/18
to 31/12/18. The "NLCA" dataset was exported to an MS Excel worksheet.
This set was filtered to include only those patients who had a pre-treatment TNM8 stage of 1a to
2b inclusive. This set was then filtered and limited to those patients with a recorded PS of 0 to 2
inclusive.
A copy of the cases attributed to St Richard's Unit meeting these same criteria and used for the
metric calculation was obtained directly from the cancer registry to compare and contrast with
the locally derived set.
The two sets were compared to determine any variance in terms of cases included in each set.
Results
151 Total number of 'NSCLC' cases St Richard's site (excluding SCLC, carcinoid, mesotheioma)
35 Filters: PS 0-2, stage 1a - 2b.
29 Total 'NSCLC' PS0-2 Stage 1-2 after excluding patients non cancer, with true poor PS
or true advanced disease with case note review
15
4
6
2
1

Lobectomy
Conventional radical chemorad
SABR
Anatomic segmentectomy/wedge resection
Pneumonectomy

28 Total number of patients with true early stage good PS NSCLC who underwent a
radical/curative intent treatment.
97% Overall percentage of patients who received radical treatment (28/29).
There were 11 patients identified with early stage, good PS NSLC who were not included in the
set of patients collated by the cancer registry. Nine of these patients received radical intent
treatment (two concurrent chemorad, four SABR, two lobectomy, one segmental wedge
resection, one bi-lobectomy).
The reasons are unclear but I have given the details to the WSHFT cancer services data manager
to discuss with the RCP who compile the NLCA report to try to understand why they have not
been included.
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Conclusion:
Overall, the St Richard's Unit radical treatment rates for early stage, good PS NSCLC are
comfortably within a standard deviation of the national mean but a significant proportion of early
NSCLC cases treated with radical therapy were not captured in the NLCA dataset. The reasons for
this need to be explored further and I will ask the WSHFT cancer services data manager to liaise
with the RCP data analysts.
A comparison of cases assigned by the registry to St Richards yielded the following findings:


Two patients were included in whom the PS was incorrect (incorrectly assigned PS 0
when in truth PS3).



Three patients included where the diagnosis of NSCLC was not correct (patients not
removed from cancer tracking on the SCR).



One patient included where the staging was incorrect (SCR not corrected with true
advanced stage).



Five patients who had early stage good PS NSCLC with had a radical surgery but were not
included.



Two patients had radical SABR but were not included.



Two patients had radical combination chemo-radiation but were not included.

Audit 2: A review of the NLCA registry return and comparison to the local SCR audit for
Worthing 2018 patients.
The data manager at the Thames Cancer Registry (TCR) kindly provided us with a spreadsheet
summarising the activity for Worthing related to lung cancer and we understand is the source
register for activity and performance related to primary lung cancer diagnosed in 2018 and form
the basis for the national lung cancer audit results.
From this dataset NA selected the patients documented as having:
NSCLC
Stage 1a to 2b disease
Performance status 0 to 2.
This data set was then compared to the dataset used to undertake the local audit of the Somerset
Care Record as reported previously. There were a number of variances between the two datasets.
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The TCR query resulted in 40 cases. These 40 cases represent the denominator for the metric
(radical therapy for stage 1-2 PS 0-2 NSCLC)
Of these cases: 

16 were clearly registered as having received radical intent surgery.



4 cases were registered as having received chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy or SABR
(relevant dates of receipt included) but from the information available in the TCR
spreadsheet it was not immediately clear if these cases were registered as having
received radical intent treatment.

Taking all of these cases together it appears that the TCR recognised that 20/40 = 50% of cases
received radical intent therapy for early stage good PS NSLC.
Each of the 40 cases included in the TCR denominator were individually reviewed and compared
to the entries that existed on the Somerset Care Record and in the patient's electronic clinical
records.
The following cases were found that in the opinion of NPA should not have been included (and
contributed to the denominator of the metric):


One case was included with the TCR registered as PS2. On review of the case record in
the SCR and clinical notes they were consistently recorded as PS3.



One case was included in the TCR as a stage 1A cancer when in fact they had a stage IIIA
(T1c N2 M0) cancer as recorded accurately in the SCR and the clinical records.



One case was included as a lung cancer when in fact they were a non-cancer final
diagnosis. The final histopathology after sleeve lobectomy was of a sarcoid-like
granulomatous inflammatory reaction (surgical histology 27 02 20).



One case was included where the MDT agreed date of diagnosis as recorded accurately
in the Somerset Care Record was 14 01 19.

Overall therefore the true denominator for the metric should have been 40-4 - 36 cases.
The following cases were found that in the opinion of NPA should have been included (and
contributed to the numerator of the metric):



Two cases were included who were in the registry but did NOT have operation date or
SABR registered and who appear to have been excluded from the TCR/NLCA analysis.
One case received a curative intent lobectomy.
On case received curative intent SABR.
A further six cases do not appear to have been captured in Worthing activity at all. All
patients who received radical surgery underwent surgery at Guys Hospital.
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Taking these findings into account: A revised/accurate denominator for the number of Worthing
patients with early stage (stage 1 or 2) good performance status (PS0-2) NSCLC should be 36
cases.
A revised numerator for the number of patients receiving radical intent surgery,
chemoradiotherapy or stereotactic radiotherapy (SABR) would be 28 cases.
Overall therefore the proportion of early stage good PS NSLC patients receiving radical intent
treatment is 28/36 = 78%

Conclusion from the Audits:
In summary the apparent low radical treatment rates reported in the Alarm appear to be largely
as a result of discrepancies between locally held SCR documented activities of radical treatments
(and mostly surgeries) and recognition of these surgeries having occurred as viewed by the TCR
record. The reasons for this variance need better understanding especially in view of the fact the
SCR records of treatment do appear to be up to date at a time when the NCLA audit calculations
(based on multiple COSD data sources) would have been undertaken.
Are MDT decisions followed through in the clinic/ward?
Yes
Does staffing allow challenge of decisions and practice by individuals within the MDT?
Yes
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Action Plan
Create a SMART action plan (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timely)
Action
Responsible person(s)
Timescale
Audit of 2019 data to be undertaken
by respiratory consultants with
cancer MDT coordinator with
particular focus on radical treatment
activity and cross-referencing with
TCR recorded activity

Dr

and Dr
with
, data manager for cancer

End Feb 2021

Output
Report to divisional governance
meeting and Quality Board

, data manager for cancer

December 2021

Report to lung cancer lead

and Dr
with
, data manager for cancer

Quarterly Meetings

Report to divisional governance
meeting and Quality Board.

Clarify with the TCR and the RCP
NLCA team if SCR recorded
treatment activity held locally but
uploaded as a COSD source is in
some way ‘over written’ or
discounted if this is not matched by
treatment activity submitted from
other COSD sources.
WSHFT to join the quarterly National
Lung Cancer Audit reconciliation
meetings

Dr
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Neal Navani
National Lung Cancer Audit

Egerton Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XX
Switchboard: Tel: 01483 571122
Email: rsc@nhs.net
Website: www.royalsurrey.nhs.uk

19 February 2021

Dear Mr Navani
Thank you for your letter of the 2 February 2021 confirming the publication of the audit and
the alert status of the one metric which referred to the percentage of lung patients being
seen by a Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS).
I note the apparent lack of response from your initial e-mail to Dr
that Dr
did respond at the end of last year.

but am pleased

The audit being reported here is the 2018 cohort. In essence our reporting in 2017/18
showed a significant gaps in our data sets for CNS encounters. This has been addressed
and data from 2019/20 is strong for CNS engagement.
In the third quarter report for 2019 Surrey and Sussex Cancer Alliance I am pleased to
report that Royal Surrey has the highest percentage of patients seen by a CNS at over
80%.
I hope that this give some reassurance. We are continuing to work on improving our
percentage of patients seen by a CNS in the following ways:








Launch of a dedicated lung cancer referral clinic (RAC).
RAC clinic is attended by the LCSN.
Referrals triaged on daily basis by a consultant.
Increased capacity by recruiting a physician associate to the team and a Respiratory
Registrar.
Live reporting of MDT outcome.
Participation in a national MDT ongoing research.
Recruitment of a lung cancer Navigator.

Yours sincerely

Chief Executive

